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About This Game

RC Fun City is a singleplayer simulation game about radio controlled vehicles focused on having fun.

You can drive with RC cars, trucks, bus, kart, buggy, monstertruck, boats, ships and also there are planes and bombers,
helicopters and drones.

Also there's a rocket base to shoot model rockets into the sky.

There are several different races and competitions like jumps or fly a plane through rings of fire.

In the police mission you have to crash the opponent cars or escape as a bankrobber from the police. The fire brigade must
extinguish several fires as fast as possible.

But it's also very nice to just drive around and make stunts and drifts in the 'free drive'.

World Records (best rounds, fastest jumps) get saved online.

Each vehicle has an onboard camera so you can drive or fly where ever you want (in the radius of the transmitter). The camera
can be toggled on and off or switched to a 3rd person view on the vehicle.

It's easy to use and you just need 5 keys to play the game: W,A,S,D or cursor keys to drive and E to enter/exit a vehicle!
To fly a plane you additionally use the mouse.

Alternatively, you can also control the vehicles with the controller, but due to the enormous number of different controllers and
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joysticks there is no compatibility guarantee!

There are more keys for additional functions like horn, light, flip a vehicle, toggle the camera and some others and you can
easily learn these keys by pressing F1.

RC Fun City is a pure singleplayer game for children from 6-106 years :)
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Title: RC Fun City
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Lotte|EoD
Publisher:
Agger Interactive
Release Date: 17 Feb, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: 32 Bit Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2,8 GHZ Dual Core

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics 512 MB VRAM (medium-class)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: required

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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city fun rc car mini pret. rc fun city. city fun rc car. next stop fun rc city bus. city fun rc car mickey. city fun rc car minnie

Probably one of the most entertaining RC games with a real focus on the fun of tearing around a massive funpark for RC
vehicles from drones to boats to rockets where you actually get to control the fuel mixture and angle of takeoff before lift off
trying to get the rockets to fly higher each run keeps you coming back.
If you tire of that you can take one of the many aircraft on offer out for a spin. Theres a huge variety of vehicles here and each
one has it's own sound a handling characteristics.

Graphics is nice nothing jaw droppingly stunning but it imerses you well enough. Theres some nice relaxing music which is
optional and I mainly find myself putting this music on when I'm controlling the boats around the lake it's very relaxing.

I've probably had more fun with this than any other RC based game in a while a true underdog and a bargain at this price for
what you get.

CONS:

Needs more jumps..

RECOMMENDED

B1trider. 1\/10

Game forces you to use CD Key to circumvent refunds and runs like trash with no obvious controls. Absolute shovelware.Game
keeps open processes when closed.. i want a refund i could not play this game at all the product key does not work worst game
ever!. Pretty average game. The physics of the cars is terrible, The first screen where you choose controlleror keyboard has the
select buttons off, ie; selecting 'ok' will actually exit the game, the exit button does nothing and to get through to the gameI have
to press slightly left of 'ok' to actually make the right selection. If its on sale sure, otherwise I wouldnt bother.. Most of my hours
is just trying to record this but what was the point for 4 bucks i really still dont think it is worth it. A little gem, offers much
more than its price would suggest. so far works fine with good frame rates even on top quality.
shame it doesnt offer controler suport maybe that will be added at a later date.. could be a really really good game, keep up the
good work :). Cool game, I just played a half hour and I all ready love it, but it does not support my FrSky Taranis as a
controller which is a lot like a radio we have on the screen too (compared to an Xbox or PS3 controller), it would be great if the
game would support PPM radios trough USB just as plenty of simulators do.

Honstly I kinda feel disaponted when I was reading in the description the game supports almost every controllers... Sure it does
it just does not support PPM based radios, you know like you have in the game on screen and real life when you RC.

It's still a cool game with open word, awesome graphics and the rockets, cars and ships still very cool, but I could not firuge out
how to control a drone properly or an airplane.
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